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Abstract. We discuss stabilized Galerkin approximations in a new framework, widening the
scope from the usual dichotomy of the discontinuous Galerkin method on the one hand and Petrov–
Galerkin methods such as the SUPG method on the other. The idea is to use interior penalty terms as
a means of stabilizing the ﬁnite element method using conforming or nonconforming approximation,
thus circumventing the need of a Petrov–Galerkin-type choice of spaces. This is made possible by
adding a higher-order penalty term giving L2-control of the jumps in the gradients between adjacent
elements. We consider convection-diﬀusion-reaction problems using piecewise linear approximations
and prove optimal order a priori error estimates for two diﬀerent ﬁnite element spaces, the standard
H1-conforming space of piecewise linears and the nonconforming space of piecewise linear elements
where the nodes are situated at the midpoint of the element sides (the Crouzeix–Raviart element).
Moreover, we show how the formulation extends to discontinuous Galerkin interior penalty methods
in a natural way by domain decomposition using Nitsche’s method.
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1. Introduction. The solution of convection-diﬀusion problems with dominat-
ing convection using ﬁnite element methods has been the object of much research
during the last 30 years. Essentially, the ﬁeld has been separated into two main
branches, Petrov–Galerkin methods in cases where conforming approximation is used
[4, 16] and discontinuous Galerkin with interior penalty when nonconforming approx-
imation is used [19, 17, 13]. Of course the discontinuous Galerkin method may also be
supplied with an SUPG-type stabilization as in [25], and there is the SUPG method
using the Crouzeix–Raviart element [15, 14, 20], which needs both interior penalty
and Petrov–Galerkin-type approximation spaces to be stable in the limit of vanishing
diﬀusion. So the current state of aﬀairs seems to be that Petrov–Galerkin-type ap-
proximations are necessary for all approximations except the discontinuous Galerkin
method. This is not satisfactory since the SUPG-method in practice suﬀers from
several shortcomings:
• The mass matrix may not be lumped. This may severely reduce performance
when solving large reactive systems using low-order elements.
• The consistency requirements practically impose the use of a space-time ﬁnite
element approach for time-stepping, using discontinuous approximation in
time. The practical implementation of such techniques is rather involved and
requires additional unknowns.
• The stabilization parameter depends on the diﬀusion. This may lead to
complications when computing the solution of large coupled systems with a
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complex diﬀusion matrix or in cases when the diﬀusion/viscosity depends in
a strongly nonlinear way on the solution.
The discontinuous Galerkin (DG) method, on the other hand, behaves well with
respect to these above mentioned points but suﬀers from the fact that it involves a
larger number of degrees of freedom due to the discontinuous approximation space.
In fact, memory requirements of the DG method are typically a factor 7–10 larger
than those of the SUPG method. Hence there is a strong motivation to ﬁnd methods
that use more economic spaces that do not suﬀer from the same disadvantages as the
SUPG method.
In this paper we will go beyond this dichotomy between conforming ﬁnite ele-
ment methods using Petrov–Galerkin-type stabilizations and discontinuous Galerkin
methods using interior penalty-type stabilization and adopt a diﬀerent point of view,
where the interior penalty is the main stabilization. We also show that interior penalty
stabilization is suﬃcient not only for the discontinuous Galerkin method but also for
conforming piecewise linear ﬁnite element approximations, even in the case when the
same trial and test spaces are used. The outline of the paper is as follows: In the next
section we introduce the model problem and discuss in more detail this new frame-
work; in section 3 we then consider the limiting case of conforming piecewise linear
approximation stabilized by using only an interior penalty term; we prove stability
and a priori error estimates. Then we use these results in the general framework and
extend the method to the nonconforming case of Crouzeix–Raviart-type ﬁnite ele-
ment approximation (continuity at the midpoints of the element sides) in section 4.
In section 5 we discuss domain decomposition using Nitsche’s method and how this
naturally leads to discontinuous Galerkin-type interior penalty methods. The per-
formance of the method is shown numerically in section 6. Finally, we draw some
conclusions in section 7.
2. A new framework. As a model problem we propose the convection-diﬀusion-
reaction equation {
β · ∇u+ σu− εΔu = f in Ω,
u = 0 on ∂Ω,
(2.1)
where Ω is a bounded open connected subset of Rd with a Lipschitz boundary ∂Ω,
d = 2 or 3 is the space dimension, β ∈ [W 1,∞(Ω)]d is a velocity ﬁeld, ε > 0 is a
diﬀusion coeﬃcient (that may be zero if the boundary conditions are modiﬁed), and
σ > 0 is the reaction coeﬃcient, f ∈ L2(Ω). We will use the notation ∂Ωin (∂Ωout)
for the subset of ∂Ω such that β · n < 0 (β · n > 0). We assume that the following
standard coercivity condition holds:
σ − 1
2
∇ · β ≥ σ0 > 0,(2.2)
and we deﬁne the associated parameter σ1 by
σ1 = ess supx∈Ω
|σ −∇ · β|2
σ0
.
Problem (2.1) is well-posed thanks to the Lax–Milgram lemma, and we will always
assume that the solution is suﬃciently smooth, i.e., u ∈ H2(Ω).
Remark 2.1. An analysis including the case σ0 = 0 could be undertaken using
exponentially weighted test functions following [21] but is beyond the scope of the
present paper.
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For the ﬁnite element formulation of this problem, we introduce some additional
notation. Let Th be a triangulation of Ω, without hanging nodes, and let Vh be a
space of (conforming or nonconforming) piecewise linear functions deﬁned on Th. Let
Si be a vertex of Th, ϕi ∈ Vh the associated nodal basis function, and denote by Ωi
the macro-element formed by the elements K in Th sharing vertex Si. Let Ei denote
the set of faces connected to Si. Let hK denote the diameter of an element K and set
h = maxK∈Th hK . Moreover, we shall assume that there exists a constant ρ > 0 such
that for all vertices Si in Th, we have
max
e∈Ei
he ≤ ρmin
e∈Ei
he,(2.3)
where he = |e| is the length of edge e. Property (2.3) was introduced in [5] and is a
local quasi-uniformity property of the mesh. It implies that for each node Si there is
a ﬁnite number, nρ, of elements in Ωi. The jump [x]f of a quantity x over an interior
face f will be deﬁned by [x(ξ)]f = lim→0+(x(ξ−nf 	)−x(ξ+nf 	)), where nf denotes
a normal vector to the face f having an arbitrary but ﬁxed orientation and ξ ∈ f .
The subscript is omitted when there is no ambiguity. For faces such that f ⊂ ∂Ω,
we deﬁne nf as the outward pointing normal and set [x]f ≡ 0. By {x}f we denote
the average value of x over face f , {x(ξ)}f = lim→0+ 12 (x(ξ − nf 	) + x(ξ + nf 	)).
Tangential vectors of a face f will be denoted τf (τf · nf = 0). Furthermore, we will
use the notation (x, y)X =
∫
X
x · y dx, 〈x, y〉∂X =
∫
∂X
x · y ds with the elementwise
counterparts (x, y)X,h =
∑
K∈X
∫
K
x · y dx and 〈x, y〉∂X,h =
∑
f∈∂X
∫
f
x · y ds. Let
‖x‖∂X = (x, x)1/2X denote the L2-norm over X and |x|X = 〈x, x〉1/2∂X the L2-norm over
∂X with the elementwise counterparts ‖x‖X,h = (x, x)1/2X,h and |x|∂X,h = 〈x, x〉1/2∂X,h,
respectively. When the subscript X or ∂X is omitted, the norm is taken over the
domain Ω or its boundary ∂Ω. The norm of the space Hi(X) will be denoted ‖x‖i,X
with i = 1, 2. We will use c and C to denote generic positive constants independent
of hK but not necessarily of the local mesh geometry.
The general discretization for (2.1) typically takes the following form: Find uh ∈
Vh such that
A(uh, vh) +
1∑
i=0
Ji(uh, vh) = (f, vh) ∀vh ∈Wh,(2.4)
where
A(uh, vh) = (σuh, vh) + (ε∇uh,∇vh)h + (β · ∇uh, vh)h
− 12
∑
K
(
〈β · n[uh], {vh}〉∂K\∂Ω + 〈{ε∇uh · n}, [vh]〉∂K\∂Ω + 〈{ε∇vh · n}, [uh]〉∂K\∂Ω
)∗
−〈ε∇uh · n, vh〉h − 〈ε∇vh · n, uh〉h
+
〈
γbc
ε
huh, vh
〉
+ 〈|β · n|uh, vh〉∂Ωin ,
(2.5)
J0(uh, vh) =
∑
K
〈γ0(h)[uh], [vh] 〉∂K\∂Ω ,
and
J1(uh, vh) =
∑
K
〈γ1(h)[∇uh], [∇vh] 〉∂K\∂Ω ,(2.6)
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with γi(h) = γ˜ih
si and si chosen so as to obtain optimal stability and approximation
properties. Wh denote some test space, the choice of which will be discussed later.
γbc denotes the penalization parameter for the weakly imposed boundary condition.
Moreover, we have marked with an asterisk the terms that are present only when
nonconforming approximation spaces are used. It should be noted that the term
J1(uh, vh) can be decomposed in the streamline and the crosswind part. To this end,
we assume that |β| > 0 and deﬁne the unit vector parallel to β as eβ = β|β| and the
unit vector orthogonal to β such that eβ⊥ . Clearly we may decompose the gradient
in the orthogonal basis formed by {eβ , eβ⊥} (in two space dimensions).
∇uh = (eβ · ∇uh)eβ + (eβ⊥ · ∇uh)eβ⊥ .
Plugging this into (2.6) yields for the jumps
[∇uh] · [∇vh] = [(eβ · ∇uh)eβ + (eβ⊥ · ∇uh)eβ⊥ ] · [(eβ · ∇vh)eβ + (eβ⊥ · ∇vh)eβ⊥ ]
= [eβ · ∇uh][eβ · ∇vh] + [eβ⊥ · ∇uh][eβ⊥ · ∇vh].
This implies that one may use the following form of the stabilization term:
J1(uh, vh) =
∑
K 〈γ1,β(h)[eβ · ∇uh], [eβ · ∇vh] 〉∂K\∂Ω
+
∑
K
〈
γ1,β⊥(h)[eβ⊥ · ∇uh], [eβ⊥ · ∇vh]
〉
∂K\∂Ω ,
which coincides with (2.6) when γ1,β(h) = γ1,β⊥(h). For stability, however, it is only
essential that the parameter γ1,β(h) is large enough. The parameter γ1,β⊥(h) may
be set to zero. We note that in the case of piecewise linear continuous functions uh,
there holds [τf · ∇uh]f = 0. Using this observation, we may introduce some further
simpliﬁcations of the stabilization term. This time, consider the decomposition of the
gradient in the directions normal and tangential to the element edge; for the jump in
the streamline derivative we then obtain
[β · ∇uh]f = [β · ((nf · ∇uh)nf + (τf · ∇uh)τf )]f
= [β · nf (nf · ∇uh)]f + [β · τf (τf · ∇uh)]f .
However, since the tangential jump is zero, the second term in the right-hand side
vanishes and we may readily deduce that on each face we have [β · ∇uh]f [β · ∇vh]f =
|β · nf |2[nf · ∇uh]f [nf · ∇vh]f . Using once again the fact that the tangential jump
is zero, it follows that the product of the jumps in the normal component equals the
scalar product of the jump in the full gradient; [β ·∇uh]f [β ·∇vh]f = |β ·nf |2[∇uh]f ·
[∇vh]f . Hence in this case the streamline diﬀusion character of the stabilization
may be included in the parameter γ1 in (2.6). We also recall that the addition of
stabilization in the crosswind direction increases the accuracy of the approximation
close to interior layers; see [18]. The ﬁrst term on the second line of the expression for
A(uh, vh) is related to the consistency error of the convective term. This term can be
chosen in a variety of diﬀerent ways, related to what numerical ﬂux one wishes to use
in the nonconforming method. We will not pursue this further here, but only point
out that the whole parenthesis marked * vanishes for conforming approximation. Note
that in the above formulation we impose the boundary conditions weakly, see [22]; this
is natural when considering the general framework, since the ﬁnite element solution
may be nonconforming. It also has some advantages from the point of view of the
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analysis. For results using conforming piecewise linear approximation and strongly
imposed boundary conditions, we refer to [6]. The SUPG method is typically obtained
by choosing γ1 = 0 and taking Wh = {wh : wh = vh + δβ · ∇vh, vh ∈ Vh}. Then
γ0 has to be chosen correctly in order to ensure the coercivity of A(uh, vh) in the
nonconforming case. However, our main concern in this paper is the case Wh = Vh.
We will show that the use of approximation spaces that previously needed SUPG-
type stabilization may, in fact, be stabilized using interior penalty only. The key
observation is that the following inequality holds:
inf
ζh∈Vh
‖h1/2(β · ∇uh − ζh)‖2 ≤ J1(uh, uh).(2.7)
This means that we only stabilize the scales that are not already resolved by the ﬁnite
element space; in this sense this is a minimal stabilizing procedure [3]. Other methods
following similar ideas but using hierarchic meshes or projections have been proposed
in [11, 9]. The inequality (2.7) was originally proved in [6] but only for constant
velocities and uniform meshes. In this paper the essential restrictions that we impose
are that β should belong to the space of piecewise linear continuous functions and that
the computational mesh is locally quasi-uniform. Moreover, the general framework
allows us to circumvent the inf-sup condition proved in [6]. The technique of proof
introduced in this paper is ﬂexible and may be used in the analysis of more complex
problems. The low-order interior penalty term J0(uh, vh) should ensure coercivity and
continuity of the bilinear form whereas the term J1(uh, vh) is what makes the method
stable in the hyperbolic limit. Clearly for continuous approximations J0(uh, vh) = 0,
but in this case A(uh, vh) is coercive without stabilization (if we discard the boundary
conditions for the moment). For the discontinuous Galerkin method, on the other
hand, β · ∇uh ∈ Vh so that (2.7) holds with γ1 ≡ 0.
So it seems that the right dichotomy is between methods using Petrov–Galerkin-
type stabilization and methods using interior penalty-type stabilization and not be-
tween conforming and nonconforming approximations. In this new framework the
guideline is to add only the amount of stabilization needed to control the part of the
streamline derivative that cannot be represented by the approximation space. This
can be seen in the analysis leading to (2.7): a big space yields a small value of γ1 and
a small space yields a big value of γ1. The Petrov–Galerkin approach, on the other
hand, enforces stability in a much stronger sense when modifying the test space, and
the stabilization will be the same regardless of the properties of the approximating
space. We will ﬁrst prove inequality (2.7) in the case where the space of piecewise
linear H1-conforming functions is a subspace of Vh. Let
P 1c = {vh : vh ∈ H1(Ω); vh|K ∈ P1(K)}.
The crucial part is to prove that the jumps in the gradient can control some interpo-
lation error of the streamline derivative, ‖h1/2(β ·∇uh−π∗h(β ·∇uh))‖. For simplicity
we will consider the case of two-space dimensions; the extension to three-space di-
mensions is straightforward.
Theorem 2.2 (stability). Assume that P 1c ⊂ Vh. Let β ∈ [P 1c ]2 and let uh ∈ Vh.
Then there exists an interpolation operator π∗h : β · ∇Vh → P 1c and a constant γ˜1 ≥
c0 > 0, depending only on the local mesh geometry, such that
‖h1/2(β · ∇uh − π∗h(β · ∇uh))‖2 ≤ J1(uh, uh)
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with
J1(uh, uh) =
∑
K
∫
∂K\∂Ω
γ˜1h
2
∂K [β · ∇uh]2 ds.(2.8)
Proof. First we will deﬁne the operator π∗h. To this end we recall a quasi-
interpolant due to Oswald (see [23, 12]). Consider a node Si and let ∇uh(Si)|K
denote the value of ∇uh in the element K and in node Si. Then let
π∗h(β · ∇uh)(Si) =
1
ni
∑
K⊂Ωi
β(Si) · ∇uh(Si)|K ,(2.9)
where ni denotes the number of triangles in Ωi. Let ϕj , j = 1, 2, 3, be the basis
functions on some arbitrary element K ′ in Th. Denoting the locally numbered nodes
of K ′ by si, with associated macro-elements Ωi, i = 1, 2, 3, there holds ϕj(si) = δij ,
where δij denotes the Kronecker delta. We now consider the projection error on the
element K ′.
(2.10) ‖h1/2K′ (β · ∇uh − π∗h(β · ∇uh))‖2K′
=
∫
K′
hK′
(
3∑
j=1
(
β(sj) · ∇uh(sj)|K′ − 1
nj
∑
K⊂Ωj
β(sj) · ∇uh(sj)|K
)
ϕj
)2
dx
=
∫
K′
hK′
(
3∑
j=1
1
nj
∑
K⊂Ωj
(
β(sj) · ∇uh(sj)|K′ − β(sj) · ∇uh(sj)|K
)
ϕj
)2
dx.
Clearly for anyK andK ′, the diﬀerence of the streamline derivatives may be rewritten
β(sj) · (∇uh(sj)|K′ −∇uh(sj)|K) =
∑
e∈P (K,K′)
[β(sj) · ∇uh(sj)]e,
where P (K,K ′) is the set of edges between the elements connecting K and K ′ (the
shortest path; see Figure 1) and we may write
(2.11) ‖h1/2K′ (β · ∇uh − π∗h(β · ∇uh))‖2K′
=
∫
K′
hK′
(
3∑
j=1
1
nj
( ∑
K⊂Ωj
∑
e∈P (K,K′)
[β(sj) · ∇uh(sj)]e
)
ϕj
)2
dx.
Since Vh is a space of piecewise linears and β ∈ [P 1c ]2, the integrand is a quadratic
polynomial on K ′ and we may use the midpoints on the element sides to evaluate the
integral. We let xk denote the midpoints of the edges and write
‖h1/2K′ (β · ∇uh − π∗h(β · ∇uh))‖2K′
=
3∑
k=1
meas(K ′)
3
hK′
(
3∑
j=1
1
nj
( ∑
K⊂Ωj
∑
e∈P (K,K′)
[β(sj) · ∇uh(sj)]e
)
ϕj(xk)
)2
.
We now consider k = 3 and assume that this is the midpoint between s1 and s2
(see Figure 1). Using the inequality (
∑N
i=1 ai)
2 ≤ N∑Ni=1 a2i and the inequality
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K
K ′
s1
s2
s3
x1
x2
x3
e2
e1
Fig. 1. Example of element K′ with nodes s1, s2, and s3 and the three associated macro-
elements Ω1, Ω2, and Ω3. The edges e1, e2 separating K′ and another triangle K are illustrated,
P (K,K′) = {e1, e2}, as well as the edge midpoint quadrature points x1, x2, and x3.
|∑e∈P (K,K′)[β(sj) · ∇uh(sj)]e| ≤ 12 ∑e∈Ej |[β(sj) · ∇uh(sj)]e|, we obtain (recalling
that we have ϕ1(x3) = ϕ2(x3) = 1/2 and ϕ3(x3) = 0 and that in two space dimensions
card Ej = nj)
meas(K ′)
3
hK′
(
3∑
j=1
1
nj
( ∑
K⊂Ωj
∑
e∈P (K,K′)
[β(sj) · ∇uh(sj)]e
)
ϕj(x3)
)2
≤ meas(K
′)
3n2j
hK′2
2∑
j=1
nj
∑
K⊂Ωj
nj
4
∑
e∈Ej
[β(sj) · ∇uh(sj)]2e
1
4
≤ meas(K
′)
24
hK′
2∑
j=1
nj
∑
e∈Ej
[β(sj) · ∇uh(sj)]2e.
It follows from the local quasi-uniformity of the mesh, using three-point quadrature
for the edge integral (weights 1/6, 4/6, 1/6), that
meas(K ′)
24
hK′
2∑
j=1
nj
∑
e∈Ej
[β(sj) · ∇uh(sj)]2e ≤
2∑
j=1
∑
e∈Ej
∫
e
γ˜1,jh
2
e[β · ∇uh]2e ds,
where γ˜1,j ≤ ρ
3nj
4 . We complete the proof by summing over all Gauss points and all
elements leading to a ﬁnal upper bound on the parameter of γ1(h) = γ˜1h
2
∂K , with
γ˜1 ≤ ρ
3n2ρ
4 .
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Remark 2.3. Theorem 2.2 may be extended to ﬁnite element spaces using higher-
order polynomial approximations. The dependence of the stabilization parameter on
the polynomial order is, however, nontrivial and will be a subject for future work.
3. A crucial limit case: Piecewise linear H1-conforming approximation.
The case of H1-conforming piecewise linear approximation is important since it is
the space for which Petrov–Galerkin-type approximations generally have been used.
We will show that this approximation is stable for (2.1) and has (quasi-) optimal
convergence properties. We consider H1-conforming, piecewise-aﬃne ﬁnite elements,
Vh = P
1
c . In (2.4) we take Wh = Vh and γ0 = 0, γ1 = γ˜1h
2
∂K , where γ˜1 scales as ‖β‖−1∞
and depends on the local mesh geometry (but not on the mesh size). This results in
an interior penalty method originally proposed in [10] and analyzed in [6].
The ﬁnite element formulation now takes the following form: Find uh ∈ Vh such
that
A(uh, vh) + J1(uh, vh) = (f, vh) ∀vh ∈ Vh,(3.1)
where A(uh, vh) is given by (2.5) with the terms marked (*) left out (being zero) and
J1(uh, vh) is given by (2.8).
3.1. Analysis. We will prove the three preliminary lemmas (Lemmas 3.1, 3.3,
and 3.4) giving an approximation result, coercivity of the bilinear form, and Galerkin
orthogonality. Using these preliminary results and the stability Theorem 2.2, we then
prove the convergence in Theorem 3.5, which is the main result of this section. We
ﬁrst recall a trace inequality that we will use repeatedly:
‖v‖20,∂K ≤ C
(
h−1K ‖v‖20,K + hK ‖v‖21,K
)
∀v ∈ H1(K).(3.2)
For a proof of this result, we refer to [26]. The triple norm takes the form
|||wh|||2 = ‖σ1/20 wh‖2 + ‖ε1/2∇wh‖2h + |(hε)1/2∇wh · n|2h
+J1(wh, wh) + |δ(ε, β)wh|2 ,
(3.3)
where
δ(ε, β)2 =
(
γbc
ε
h
)
+
1
2
|β · n|.
For the continuity of the bilinear form, we will also use the modiﬁed norm
|]wh[|2 = ‖σ1/21 wh‖2 + ‖β‖∞‖h−1/2wh‖2 + ‖ε1/2∇wh‖2h
+|(hε)1/2∇wh · n|2h + J1(wh, wh) + |δ(ε, β)wh|2 .
Note that we have used the broken norm for the deﬁnition of the triple norms. This
is not necessary in the conforming case, but it allows us to use the same triple norm
also for the nonconforming approximation.
Lemma 3.1 (approximation). Assume that the mesh Th is locally quasi-uniform.
Let u ∈ H2(Ω) and let πhu denote the standard L2-projection of u onto Vh; then, if
γ˜1 ≤ C‖β‖−1∞ , we have that
|||πhu− u||| ≤ Ch(σ1/20 h+ ε1/2 + ‖β‖1/2∞ h1/2)‖u‖2,Ω,
where C is independent of σ, ε, β, and h but depends on the mesh geometry.
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Proof. It follows from standard interpolation results that ‖σ1/20 (πhu − u)‖ ≤
σ
1/2
0 h
2‖u‖2,Ω. We then write ξh = πhu−πnhu, where πnh denotes the nodal interpolant,
and note that ξh = πh(u− πnhu). By the H1-stability of the L2-projection on locally
quasi-uniform meshes [2], we may write
‖∇ξh‖ ≤ ‖∇(u− πnhu)‖ ≤ Ch‖u‖2,Ω.(3.4)
It immediately follows that
‖ε1/2∇(u− πhu)‖ ≤ Cε1/2h‖u‖2,Ω,
and, using the trace inequality (3.2) and (3.4),
|(εh)1/2∇(πhu− u)|2h ≤
∑
K∈Th
(
ε‖∇(πhu− u)‖2K + εh2K |u|22,K
) ≤ Cεh2‖u‖22,Ω.
Using once again (3.2) and (3.4) we get in a similar fashion
J1(u− πhu, u− πhu) ≤ cγ˜1
(
h−1h2‖β‖2∞‖∇(u− πhu)‖2 + h3‖β‖2∞|u|22,Ω
)
≤ ‖β‖∞h3‖u‖22,Ω.
Finally we note that for the boundary term we have, using (3.2),
〈πhu− u, πhu− u〉∂Ω ≤ h−1‖πhu− u‖2 + h‖∇(πhu− u)‖2 ≤ Ch3‖u‖22,Ω,
which concludes the proof.
As an immediate consequence of the above result we have the following corollary.
Corollary 3.2. Under the same assumptions as in Lemma 3.1 we have that
|]πhu− u[| ≤ Ch(σ1/21 h+ ε1/2 + ‖β‖1/2∞ h1/2)‖u‖2,Ω,
where C is independent of σ, ε, β, and h but depends on the mesh geometry.
Lemma 3.3 (coercivity). The bilinear form A(uh, vh) + J(uh, vh) is coercive:
There exists c, independent of ε, σ, β, and of h, such that
c|||wh|||2 ≤ A(wh, wh) + J1(wh, wh) ∀wh ∈ Vh.
Proof. We essentially only need to show that the weakly imposed boundary
conditions do not destroy coercivity. We have
(3.5) A(wh, wh) = ‖σ1/2wh‖2 + ‖ε1/2∇wh‖2 + (β · ∇wh, wh)
− 2 〈ε∇wh · n,wh〉+
〈
γbc
ε
h
wh, wh
〉
+ 〈|β · n|wh, wh〉∂Ωin .
Consider the third term and the last term on the right-hand side. Integration by parts
yields
(3.6) (β · ∇wh, wh) + 〈|β · n|wh, wh〉∂Ωin
= −1
2
(∇ · β wh, wh) + 1
2
〈β · nwh, wh〉+ 〈|β · n|wh, wh〉∂Ωin
= −1
2
(∇ · β wh, wh) + 1
2
〈|β · n|wh, wh〉 .
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We now consider the second, fourth, and ﬁfth terms of (3.5). The nonsymmetric
boundary integral is split using a Cauchy–Schwarz inequality followed by Young’s
inequality and controlled by the symmetric terms in the following fashion:
(3.7) ‖ε1/2∇wh‖2 − 2 〈ε∇wh · n,wh〉+
〈
γbc
ε
h
wh, wh
〉
≥ ‖ε1/2∇wh‖2 − α|(hε)1/2∇wh · n|2 +
〈(
γbc − 1
α
)
ε
h
wh, wh
〉
.
As a consequence of the trace inequality (3.2) we have
|(hε)1/2∇wh · n|2 ≤ Ct‖ε1/2∇wh‖2,(3.8)
and by choosing α = (2Ct)
−1 and γbc = 2Ct( 2+2Ct1+2Ct ) we conclude that
(3.9) ‖ε1/2∇wh‖2 − 2 〈ε∇wh · n,wh〉+
〈
γbc
ε
h
wh, wh
〉
≥ 1
2(1 + Ct)
(
‖ε1/2∇wh‖2 + |(hε)1/2∇wh · n|2 +
〈
γbc
ε
h
wh, wh
〉)
.
Combining the results of (3.5), (3.6), (3.9), and the condition (2.2), the lemma follows
with the coercivity constant c = 12(1+Ct) .
Lemma 3.4 (Galerkin orthogonality). Let u be the solution of (2.1) and uh ∈ Vh
the solution of (3.1); then we have that
A(u− uh, wh) + J1(u− uh, wh) = 0 ∀wh ∈ Vh.(3.10)
Proof. First note that since u ∈ H2(Ω), the trace of ∇u is well-deﬁned, and hence
J1(u,wh) = 0. Since u = 0 on ∂Ω, we have that
A(u,wh) = (σu+ β · ∇u,wh) + (ε∇u,∇wh)− 〈ε∇u · n,wh〉 .
By an integration by parts in the second term on the right-hand side, we conclude
that
A(u,wh) = (σu+ β · ∇u− εΔu,wh) = (f, wh),
and the lemma is an immediate consequence of (3.1).
Theorem 3.5. Let u ∈ H2(Ω) be the solution of (2.1) and let uh ∈ Vh be the
solution of (3.1); then, the following a priori error estimate holds:
|||u− uh||| ≤ Ch(σ˜1/2h+ ε1/2 + ‖β‖1/2∞ h1/2)‖u‖2,Ω,
where σ˜ = max(σ0, σ1).
Proof. Let πhu be the L
2-projection of u onto Vh. Consider ξh = uh − πhu and
η = u− πhu. By the triangle inequality we have
|||u− uh||| ≤ |||η|||+ |||ξh|||
and hence by Lemma 3.1 we only need to control |||ξh|||. We now use the coercivity
lemma, Lemma 3.3, followed by Galerkin orthogonality, Lemma 3.4, to obtain
c|||ξh|||2 ≤ A(ξh, ξh) + J1(ξh, ξh) = A(η, ξh) + J1(η, ξh).(3.11)
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Note that after integration by parts in the convective term followed by the application
of the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality in A(η, ξh) + J1(η, ξh) we have
A(η, ξh) + J1(η, ξh) ≤ ‖σ1/21 η‖‖σ1/20 ξh‖+ ‖ε1/2∇η‖‖ε1/2∇ξh‖
+J1(η, η)
1/2J1(ξh, ξh)
1/2 + |(η, β · ∇ξh)|
+ |δ(ε, β)ξh||δ(ε, β)η|
+C|(εh)1/2∇η · n||δ(ε, β)ξh|+ C|(εh)1/2∇ξh · n||δ(ε, β)η|
≤ C|]η[| |||ξh|||+ |(η, β · ∇ξh)|.
In the second term in the right-hand side of the last inequality, we now use the
orthogonality of the L2-projection to subtract the Oswald quasi-interpolant from the
streamline derivative of ξh
|(η, β · ∇ξh)| = |(η, β · ∇ξh − π∗h(β · ∇ξh))|
≤ ‖β‖1/2∞ ‖h−1/2η‖ ‖β‖−1/2∞ ‖h1/2(β · ∇ξh − π∗h(β · ∇ξh))‖.
By Theorem 2.2 we then conclude that
c|||ξh|||2 ≤ C|]η[| |||ξh|||+ ‖β‖1/2∞ ‖h−1/2η‖ J1(ξh, ξh)1/2
≤ C|]η[| |||ξh|||,
and the claim follows by the approximation Corollary 3.2.
4. An intermediate space: The nonconforming P1-Crouzeix–Raviart
element. Stabilized ﬁnite element methods using the Crouzeix–Raviart element have
been considered in a number of articles [15, 14, 20], all from the Petrov–Galerkin
standpoint. Here we will show how this discretization enters the interior penalty
framework using only a penalization on the jump in the gradients, together with a
(numerical ﬂux) term involving the jump in the solution assuring coercivity of the
convective term. The space of Crouzeix–Raviart ﬁnite elements is deﬁned by
V CRh =
{
v : v|K ⊂ P1(K),
∫
∂K\∂Ω
[v] ds = 0
}
.
It is well known that on triangular meshes P 1c ⊂ V CRh , and we will use this fact to
simplify our analysis. We propose the following scheme, obtained by taking V CRh as
test and trial space in (2.4): Find uh ∈ V CRh such that
A(uh, vh) + J1(uh, vh) = (f, vh) ∀vh ∈ V CRh ,(4.1)
where the bilinear form is given by
(4.2) A(uh, vh) = (σuh, vh) + (ε∇uh,∇vh)h + (β · ∇uh, vh)h
− 1
2
∑
K
〈β · n[uh], {vh}〉∂K\∂Ω − 〈ε∇uh · n, vh〉h − 〈ε∇vh · n, uh〉h
+
〈
γbc
ε
h
uh, vh
〉
+ 〈|β · n|uh, vh〉∂Ωin .
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This time we choose the following form of the interior penalty term:
(4.3)
J1(uh, vh) =
∑
K
(
〈γτ (h)[∇uh · τ ], [∇vh · τ ]〉∂K + 〈γ1(h)[β · ∇uh], [β · ∇vh]〉∂K
)
.
Note that we do not add any terms penalizing the jump in the solution; this is because
for the Crouzeix–Raviart discretization the jump in the solution is bounded by the
jump in the tangential derivative as shown in the following lemma.
Lemma 4.1. The jump in the solution over element edges satisﬁes∫
e
α[uh]
2 ds =
1
12
∫
e
αh2e[∇uh · τe]2 ds.
Proof. Let xe denote the midpoint on edge e. Clearly [uh(x)]
2 = [∇uh·τe]2(x−xe)2
for all x ∈ e and the lemma follows by integration.
The parameter γ1(h) may be chosen as in the previous section and γτ (h)|∂K =
γ˜τh
2‖β ·n‖∞,∂K , γ˜τ = 1/12. For the analysis we also need the operator π0h : L2(K) →
P0(K) that denotes the L
2-projection onto the space P0(K) of piecewise constant
functions on the element K. As an immediate consequence of (3.2) we have the
estimate
‖v − π0hv‖0,∂K ≤ Ch1/2K ‖∇v‖K , v ∈ H1(K),(4.4)
which we will use to prove that the consistency error is of optimal order. For the
convergence proof we will use the same triple norm (3.3) (but with the slightly mod-
iﬁed J1(uh, vh) given by (4.3) that has the same approximation properties) and the
L2-projection πh onto the space P
1
c so that Lemma 3.1 and Theorem 2.2 hold. We
will now proceed to prove equivalents of Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4 for the formulation
(4.1) using the Crouzeix–Raviart space. The convergence and, in particular, that the
inconsistencies are of the correct order is then shown in Theorem 4.4.
Lemma 4.2. The bilinear form of formulation (4.1) is coercive: There exists a
constant c independent of ε, β, σ, and h such that
c|||wh|||2 ≤ A(wh, wh) + J1(wh, wh).
Proof. The boundary part is handled in the same way as in Lemma 3.3. The part
that we need to show does not interfere with coercivity is, in this case, the convective
term, but by partial integration we obtain, on using [w2h] = 2[wh]{wh}, that
(4.5) (β · ∇wh, wh)h = −(∇ · β wh, wh)h − (wh, β · ∇wh)h
+
∑
K
〈β · n [wh], {wh}〉∂K\∂Ω + 〈β · n wh, wh〉 .
Using this in A(wh, wh) gives
(4.6) (β · ∇wh, wh)h − 1
2
∑
K
〈β · n [wh], {wh}〉∂K\∂Ω + 〈|β · n|wh, wh〉∂Ωin
= −1
2
(∇ · β wh, wh)h + 1
2
〈|β · n|wh, wh〉
and coercivity follows by the coercivity condition (2.2).
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Lemma 4.3 (Galerkin orthogonality). Let u be the solution of (2.1) and let uh
be the solution of (4.1); then, we have that
A(u− uh, wh) + J1(u− uh, wh) = 1
2
∑
K
〈
ε(∇u · n− π0h(∇u · n)), [wh]
〉
∂K\∂Ω ,
where π0h denotes the projection onto piecewise constants on the element K.
Proof. We note that
A(u,wh) = (σu+ β · ∇u,wh) + (ε∇u,∇wh)h − 〈ε∇u · n,wh〉
= (σu+ β · ∇u− εΔu,wh) + 1
2
∑
K∈Th
〈ε∇u · n, [wh]〉∂K\∂Ω .
Using now (2.1), the zero mean value property of the jump [wh] and the fact that
J1(u,wh) = 0 for u ∈ H2(Ω) we may write
A(u,wh) = (f, wh) +
1
2
∑
K∈Th
〈
ε(∇u · n− π0h(∇u · n)), [wh]
〉
∂K\∂Ω ,
which completes the proof.
Theorem 4.4. Let u ∈ H2(Ω) be the solution of (2.1) and let uh ∈ V CRh be the
solution of (4.1); then, the following a priori error estimate holds:
|||u− uh||| ≤ Ch(σ˜1/2h+ ε1/2 + ‖β‖1/2∞ h1/2)‖u‖2,Ω,
where σ˜ = max(σ0, σ1).
Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 3.5. We only need to prove
that the residual terms due to the inconsistency have the correct order of convergence.
Consider u − πhu with πh the L2-projection onto P 1c . Let ξh = uh − πhu and η =
u− πhu. Following the previous convergence proof we obtain by Lemmas 4.2 and 4.3
and the continuity of the symmetric part that
|||ξh|||2 ≤ A(ξh, ξh) + J1(ξh, ξh)
= A(η, ξh) + J1(η, ξh) +
1
2
∑
K
〈
ε(∇u · n− π0h(∇u · n)), [ξh]
〉
∂K\∂Ω
≤ C|]η[| |||ξh|||+ 1
2
∑
K
〈
ε(∇u · n− π0h(∇u · n)), [ξh]
〉
∂K\∂Ω
+
1
2
∑
K
〈β · nη, [ξh]〉∂K\Ω + |(η, β · ∇ξh)h|.
For the element boundary terms we readily obtain
∑
K
〈
ε(∇u · n− π0h(∇u · n)), [ξh]
〉
∂K\∂Ω
≤
(∑
K
‖ε1/2h1/2(∇u · n− π0h(∇u · n))‖2∂K\∂Ω
)1/2(∑
K
〈
εh−1[ξh], [ξh]
〉
∂K\∂Ω
)1/2
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and
1
2
∑
K
〈β · nη, [ξh]〉∂K\∂Ω ≤
1
2
(∑
K
‖β‖∞|η|2∂K
)1/2(∑
K
〈|β · n|[ξh], [ξh]〉∂K\∂Ω
)1/2
.
Using now the projection estimate (4.4), approximation, and Lemma 4.1 we have
(∑
K
‖ε1/2h1/2(∇u · n− π0h(∇u · n))‖2∂K\∂Ω
)1/2
≤ ε1/2h‖u‖2,Ω,
1
2
(∑
K
‖β‖∞|η|2∂K
)1/2
≤ C‖β‖1/2∞ h3/2‖u‖2,Ω,
and(∑
K
〈
(εh−1 + |β · n|)[ξh], [ξh]
〉
∂K\∂Ω
)1/2
≤
(
C‖ε1/2∇ξh‖2h + J1(ξh, ξh)
)1/2
.
Finally the convective term is handled exactly as in the proof of Theorem 3.5 using
the orthogonality of the L2-projection and Theorem 2.2, and we conclude the proof
by an application of the approximation Corollary 3.2.
Remark 4.5. The above analysis of the Crouzeix–Raviart discretization only
shows that the method will converge with the same order as the conforming piecewise
linear method. However, we expect a richer space to provide a better approximation
of the streamline derivative and hence the upper bound on the parameter γ˜1 to be
smaller. A more precise analysis following the proof of Theorem 2.2 shows that this
is indeed the case. For completeness below we add such a result, which is proven in
[7]. What should be observed is that the richer space gives a sharper estimate: In
this case the stabilization parameter is independent of the mesh geometry.
Lemma 4.6. Let β ∈ [P 1c ]d and wh ∈ V CRh ; then
‖h1/2(β · ∇wh − πCRh (β · ∇wh))‖2h ≤ jβ(wh, wh),
where πCRh denotes the averaging interpolation operator of (2.9) deﬁned on the
Crouzeix–Raviart space and jβ(wh, wh) is given by
jβ(wh, wh) =
∑
K
γβ
∫
∂K\∂Ω
hKh∂K⊥ [β · ∇wh]2 ds
with h∂K⊥ denoting the triangle size perpendicular to the side on ∂K and γβ depends
only on the space dimension.
5. Domain decomposition and the relation to discontinuous Galerkin
methods. In this section we will show how domain decomposition using Nitsche’s
method leads to discontinuous Galerkin-type penalty methods in a natural way. For
the Poisson problem this method was analyzed in [1]. Below we will brieﬂy sketch
how the results of [1] may be extended to the case of convection-diﬀusion problems
using the interior penalty framework. Consider a decomposition of the domain Ω into
the disjoint subdomains ωi, i = 1, . . . , N , with corresponding triangulations Th,i such
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that ∪Ni=1Th,i = ∪Ni=1ω¯i = Ω¯. Note that we do not suppose that neighboring meshes
are conforming over the intersubdomain boundary. On each triangulation we deﬁne
a ﬁnite element space Vh,i associated with the subdomain ωi.
Vh,i = {vh : vh ∈ H1(ωi); vh|K ∈ P1(K)}
and we let Vh =
∑N
i=1 Vh,i. We now consider problem (2.1) on Ω and, by taking Vh
as trial and test space in the formulation (2.4), we propose the ﬁnite element method:
Find uh ∈ Vh such that
A(uh, vh) + J(uh, vh) = (f, vh) ∀vh ∈ Vh,(5.1)
where
A(uh, vh) =
∑N
i=1 ((σuh, vh)ωi + (ε∇uh,∇vh)ωi + (β · ∇uh, vh)ωi)
− 12
∑N
i=1
(〈β · n[uh], {vh}〉∂ωi + 〈{ε∇uh · n}, [vh]〉∂ωi + 〈{ε∇vh · n}, [uh]〉∂ωi)−〈ε∇uh · n, vh〉 − 〈ε∇vh · n, uh〉
+
〈
γbc
ε
huh, vh
〉
+ 〈|β · n|uh, vh〉∂Ωin
and
(5.2) J(uh, vh) =
N∑
i=1
( ∑
K∈Th,i
〈γ1,i(h)[β · ∇uh], [β · ∇vh] 〉∂K\∂ωj
+
〈
δ(ε, β)2[uh], [vh]
〉
∂ωi\∂Ω
)
.
Note that the bilinear form A corresponds to a standard Galerkin formulation in each
subdomain, supplemented with boundary terms on the inner and outer boundaries
that appear naturally in the formulation to assure coercivity or consistency. The
interior penalty term J(uh, vh) has been decomposed into a term controlling the jumps
in the gradient over interior edges of each subdomain ωi and another term controlling
the jump of the solution over interior boundaries of neighboring subdomains. The
stabilization parameter γ1,i(h) = γ˜1,ih
2
K is now dependent on the mesh geometry of
the subdomain triangulation Th,i. We deﬁne the triple norm
(5.3) |||wh|||2 =
N∑
i=1
(
‖σ1/20 wh‖2ωi + ‖ε1/2∇wh‖2ωi + |(hε)1/2∇wh · n|2∂ωi
)
+ J(wh, wh) + |δ(ε, β)wh|∂Ω
and obtain the following a priori error estimate.
Theorem 5.1. Let u ∈ H2(Ω) be the solution of (2.1) and let uh ∈ Vh be the
solution of (5.1); then, the following a priori error estimate holds:
|||u− uh||| ≤ Ch
(
σ˜1/2h+ ε1/2 + ‖β‖1/2∞ h1/2
)
‖u‖2,Ω,
where σ˜ = max(σ0, σ1).
Proof. We will not give the details of the proof here, but note that it follows by
applying the techniques of Theorem 3.5 in each subdomain ωi. The internal boundary
terms are treated in the same fashion as the outer boundary terms. The added penalty
terms on the jump of the solution over internal boundaries ensures the coercivity and
continuity of the bilinear form. For a detailed analysis of the method in the case of
the Poisson problem, we refer to [1].
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Corollary 5.2. If the triangulation of each subdomain consists of a single
triangle, then the formulation (5.1) is equivalent to an interior penalty discontinuous
Galerkin method for (2.1).
Proof. This result is immediate by noting that the interior penalty term on the
gradient jumps vanishes since there are no interior edges in the subdomains.
Remark 5.3. The substructuring iterative method for parallel solution naturally
associated to (5.1) will be analyzed in a forthcoming work [8].
6. Numerical examples. In this section we illustrate the numerical perfor-
mance of the interior penalty method on some academic test cases. We will only
consider the case of conforming piecewise linear approximation. In these test cases
we have used weakly imposed boundary conditions. For results using strongly im-
posed boundary conditions, or comparisons between stabilization using the jump in
the streamline derivative versus the jump in the whole gradient, see [6]. For results
on shock-capturing and discrete maximum principles, see [5], and for results using the
Crouzeix–Raviart element, see [7]. First we consider three problems with known exact
solution, the ﬁrst two on structured meshes and the third on the so-called Peterson
meshes. The reason we consider Peterson meshes is because we wish to verify that
our a priori error estimate is sharp. Finally we will show qualitatively the eﬀect of
the weakly imposed boundary conditions. We have applied the ﬁnite element method
(3.1) to (2.1) using the stabilizing term
Jtot(uh, vh) =
∑
K
∫
∂K\∂Ω
γ1(h)[∇uh] · [∇vh]ds
with γ1(h) = 0.025 h
2
K . The a priori error estimate of Theorem 3.5 holds also for this
choice, but some consistent crosswind diﬀusion is added, giving better control of the
gradient. The parameter γbc is set to unity.
6.1. Convergence tests, smooth solutions. Consider problem (2.1) with β =
(1, 0), σ = 1, and ε = 1.E − 5 in a square with unit sidelength. To examine the
convergence behavior of our method we propose two smooth test cases with known
solution. The exact solutions are as follows (see Figure 2):
• test case 1: u = exp(− (x−0.5)2aw −
3(y−0.5)2
aw
), aw = 0.2;
• test case 2: u = 12 (1− tanh(x−0.5aw )), aw = 0.05.
These functions have then been inserted into the equations and the corresponding
source terms have been computed. The solution has been computed on a series of
structured meshes having 20, 40, 80, 160, and 320 elements, respectively, on each side.
A typical mesh is presented in Figure 4. In Tables 6.1 and 6.2 we report the errors
in the L2-norm and the H1-seminorm as well as the convergence of the jumps in the
gradients over element edges given by Jtot(uh, uh) (with γ1(h) = h
2
K for simplicity).
Note that Jtot(uh, uh) and Jtot(uh−πhu, uh−πhu) have the same convergence order.
The observed order of convergence is denoted by α indicating that the rate is of order
O(hα).
We observe second-order convergence of the error in the L2-norm and ﬁrst-order
convergence in the H1-norm. For the stabilization term we obtain the convergence or-
der h3/2. In Figure 3 we present a comparison between the numerical results obtained
using the continuous interior penalty (CIP) method (for the corresponding theoretical
result see Theorem 3.5) and those obtained by solving the problem using a standard
SUPG approach. For these simple test cases, the numerical performance of the two
methods is nearly identical.
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Fig. 2. The two exact solutions: the Gaussian (left), the hyperbolic tangent (right).
Table 6.1
Convergence results for test case 1.
N L2 α H1 α Jtot(uh, uh)
1/2 α
20 0.1618E−02 – 0.1482E+00 – 0.6300E−02 –
40 0.3458E−03 2.22 0.7333E−01 1.02 0.2241E−02 1.49
80 0.8236E−04 2.07 0.3647E−01 1.01 0.7933E−03 1.50
160 0.2045E−04 2.01 0.1817E−01 1.01 0.2806E−03 1.50
320 0.5117E−05 2.00 0.9058E−02 1.00 0.9920E−04 1.50
Table 6.2
Convergence results for test case 2.
N L2 α H1 α Jtot(uh, uh)
1/2 α
20 0.7382E−02 – 0.6678E+00 – 0.2447E−01 –
40 0.1267E−02 2.54 0.2913E+00 1.20 0.8485E−02 1.53
80 0.2985E−03 2.09 0.1442E+00 1.01 0.3000E−02 1.50
160 0.7370E−04 2.02 0.7198E−01 1.00 0.1061E−02 1.50
320 0.1838E−04 2.00 0.3596E−01 1.00 0.3752E−03 1.50
h
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CIP      
test case 1, L2 norm error
h
-210-33. 10 -35. 10 -22. 10 -23. 10 -25. 10
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-210
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SUPG     
CIP      
test case 2, L2 norm error
Fig. 3. Comparisons with the SUPG method: test case 1 (left); test case 2 (right).
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Fig. 4. Example of the meshes used: structured crisscross mesh (left); Peterson mesh (right).
6.2. Peterson meshes. Naively, one might hope that the consistently added
crosswind diﬀusion in the jump term J1(uh, vh) obtained by taking the jump of the
whole gradient and not only the streamline derivative would result in a numerical
scheme for which the error in the L2-norm never degenerates to O(h3/2). However,
as the following numerical example shows, this is not the case. We recall the test
cases of [27, 24] on the so-called Peterson meshes. In Figure 4 we show an example of
a Peterson mesh. In [27] it was shown that the convergence order of the streamline
diﬀusion method on Peterson meshes depends on the number of vertical lines in the
mesh. In fact, the streamline diﬀusion method can be made to converge with any rate
O(h3/2) − O(h2) depending on the distribution of the vertical edges. Here we only
consider the worst case where the number of inserted lines is given by m ≈ h−3/4.
Following [27] we chose β = (0, 1), σ = 1, and ε = 0 in (2.1). Moreover we choose
f = x2 and the inﬂow boundary condition uin = x
2. The exact solution is given by
u(x, y) = x2. In Table 6.3 we report the errors obtained in diﬀerent norms and the
corresponding convergence orders. We note that the convergence rate of the method
degenerates to almost O(h3/2) in the L2-norm and to O(h0.88) in the H1-norm. The
jump term has a slightly suboptimal convergence rate of α = 1.4 but seems to be
increasing toward the asymptotic value α = 1.5 as the mesh is reﬁned.
Table 6.3
Convergence results on Peterson meshes.
N m L2 α H1 α Jtot(uh) α
8 5 0.7958E−02 – 0.1601E+00 – 0.5065E−02 –
16 8 0.2602E−02 1.61 0.8728E−01 0.88 0.2013E−02 1.33
32 13 0.8178E−03 1.67 0.4726E−01 0.89 0.7613E−03 1.40
64 23 0.2654E−03 1.62 0.2543E−01 0.89 0.2839E−03 1.42
128 38 0.8365E−04 1.67 0.1375E−01 0.89 0.1054E−03 1.43
256 64 0.2712E−04 1.63 0.7465E−02 0.88 0.3878E−04 1.44
6.3. Nonsmooth solutions, weak boundary conditions. In this last nu-
merical example we show the eﬀect of the weakly imposed boundary condition and
compare with the case when the boundary condition is imposed strongly. We consider
a classical problem with an interior layer and an outﬂow layer. In this case we choose
ε = 2.E − 3, σ = 0, β = (− cos 55◦,− sin 55◦). The boundary conditions and the
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computational domain are speciﬁed in Figure 5. In Figure 6 we present solutions on
three diﬀerent meshes, having 20, 80, and 320 elements per side, respectively. On
the coarsest mesh we show the carpet plot of the mesh and on the ﬁner meshes we
only show elevations of the contour plots. Note how the strongly imposed boundary
conditions induce signiﬁcant overshoots in the outﬂow layer. When the boundary
conditions are imposed weakly there are hardly any overshoots, but the approximate
solution will satisfy the boundary condition only when the layer is fully resolved. The
parameter γbc can be tuned to impose the satisfaction of the boundary condition on a
given scale. However, if the penalty parameter is chosen too large, the oscillations will
reappear. The spurious oscillations on the interior layer are suppressed thanks to the
added crosswind diﬀusion but disappear completely only when the mesh is suﬃciently
ﬁne.
55
β
U=0
U=1
Fig. 5. Problem data speciﬁcation, outﬂow layer test case. At the points the boundary data
changes linearly from U = 1 to U = 0 over an interval of size ε.
7. Conclusion. We have proposed a new framework for stabilized methods
based on interior penalty and conforming or nonconforming approximation. In or-
der to avoid Petrov–Galerkin-type discretizations we added a term giving L2-control
of the jumps in the solution gradient over element boundaries when using spaces Vh
that do not satisfy β · ∇vh ∈ Vh ∀vh ∈ Vh. We proved that this results in a method
that is stable in the hyperbolic limit with optimal order convergence for continuous
piecewise linear approximation. The stabilization is symmetric, uniform in the dif-
fusion parameter ε and lumped mass may be used for eﬃcient time stepping. The
framework also allows for nonconforming approximations and we proved optimal or-
der a priori error estimates for the ﬁrst-order Crouzeix–Raviart element using the
theory developed for the conforming case. Moreover we discussed domain decompo-
sition using Nitsche’s method and the relation to discontinuous Galerkin methods.
Finally we considered some numerical examples for the continuous piecewise linear
case. We showed that the method has optimal convergence order of O(h2) in the L2
norm for smooth test problems on structured meshes, but degenerates to O(h3/2) on
the so-called Peterson meshes, indicating that our a priori error estimates are sharp.
We believe that this form of stabilization oﬀers an attractive compromise between
the SUPG method and the discontinuous Galerkin method. Compared to SUPG we
are more ﬂexible with respect to time-stepping schemes and mass lumping; however,
we pay a price in the size of the system matrix which increases in size by a factor
of two in two space dimensions and a factor three in three space dimensions. The
implementation also diﬀers since one needs a data structure containing the elements
neighboring to a given element in order to compute the gradient jumps. The method
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Fig. 6. Outﬂow layer test case: weakly imposed boundary conditions (left); strongly imposed
boundary conditions; resolutions from top down: 20× 20, 80× 80, and 320× 320 (right).
enjoys many of the advantages of the discontinuous Galerkin method. Two impor-
tant exceptions, however, are the local conservation properties of the discontinuous
Galerkin method and the ease by which one may couple ﬁnite elements with diﬀerent
polynomial degree. On the other hand, in the continuous interior penalty method we
can control the number of degrees of freedom we use by choosing our approximation
spaces judiciously. A particularly interesting feature of the method is the way in which
it can be combined with discontinuous Galerkin approximations using a Nitsche-type
coupling.
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